
A - The Ex Nihilo Class

Note: “class,” as used here, refers to an OOP-style software module that
defines the properties of a “family” of object instances and stores the 
code executed as this family's instance methods.

If an ex nihilo object is one created “from nothing” (more exactly, 
created from an object literal, as opposed to a constructor) can you 
create an OOP class “from nothing”? The answer is simple. JavaScript 
supports nearly complete object programming. Of course you can create
an ex nihilo class.

The more interesting question is: why would you want to? It turns out 
there is at least one very good reason.
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Returning Ex Nihilo Objects
Sometimes you want to return two (or more) values from a function. 
For example, our window_size() method returns the width and height
of the current viewport. (Called whenever the window is resized.) This 
could be done with an array or an ex nihilo object.

• return [wid, hgt]; 

• return {width: wid, height: hgt};

There is a simple reason for preferring the ex nihilo object: readability.  
If the function's return is captured in a size array, what is the meaning 
of size[0]? In an object, size.width is self-explanatory.

In an OOP language you could define a “size” class, which would enjoy
the same readability advantage as the JavaScript ex nihilo object, but it 
would certainly be a nuisance. It would be well worth the trouble if it 
rescued you from the cryptic size[0] but we can have our cake and 
eat it too in JavaScript.

With the JavaScript approach, there is one issue: what happens when we
alert() or console.log() the returned ex nihilo object? With an 
alert() we will be told that we have an [object: Object], which 
is probably no help at all. With console.log() we get:

• Chrome – width and height
• Firefox – [object Object]
• Firebug – width and height
• IE – version dependent

If we had a JavaScript class we could write our own toString() 
method, ensuring that we get the results we want in all browsers. (Our 
test code depends on consistent, cross-browser toString() handling.) 
This would be half way between the convenience of the JavaScript ex 
nihilo class and the inconvenience of the OOP class, however. (The 
JavaScript constructor might, or might not, be conveniently located near
where it was used to create our return values.) There is another way.
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The Function as Ex Nihilo Class
The function that returns the ex nihilo object can easily serve as an ex 
nihilo OOP class. An inner function is an ideal location for the OOP-
like class instance method we need. A reference to the inner function 
can be handed to the returned object as a toString property.

Note that we are handing the returned object a reference to its own 
toString() function. This is a few bytes more than if we created a 
formal class and placed the function in the constructor's prototype 
property. But this is ephemeral. The returned object will likely be used 
and then discarded (in the case of our example, the display will be 
adjusted and then the size object will probably go peacefully out of 
scope, waiting for garbage collection). 

function window_size() {

    var wid = . . ., hgt = . . .; // logic here

    return {width: wid, height: hgt, toString: ts};

    function ts() { 
        return . . .; // wid, hgt nicely labeled
    } // end: ts()

} // end: window_size()

With that small toString() included in the function that creates the 
ex nihilo objects, every console.log() will happily report whatever 
values you have chosen, formatted as you want them, and they will be 
the same in every browser you may be testing.

Actually, the Chrome console will show off its smarts by using its own 
display, not your toString() method. In addition to width and height,
that will tell you that your returned object has a toString property 
that is a function. You, of course, already know that. To make it behave:

console.log('' + size);
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To always get that result, we use this during development:

function log(msg) { console.log(''+msg); }

Then when we want to look at a returned size object log(size) gets 
our nicely toString()-formatted window-size object.

Note that there could be any number of inner functions used this way as
family instance methods. This technique is not limited to the 
toString() method. (We stumbled on this technique because we 
needed to make our testing work independently of the browser we were 
running.)

An Example in Development
We are working on a 3d version of our JSWindows demonstration 
system. It uses the same positioning idea we used, happily, in 2d:

freespace_ratio [offset [edge]]

Positioning is relative to the left-top-front (x, y, z) corner. In each 
dimension, the freespace_ratio positions a child within its parent. 
Horizontally, a ratio of 0.0 positions a child all the way to the left. 
(0.5 centers the child; 1.0 positions it to the right.) The offset is a 
number of pixels added to (subtracted from) the position. The edge is 
either B (default, relative to the border) or C (relative to CSS content 
area).

Here are some example horizontal position strings:

• 0.0 /* on the left */

• 0.5 /* centered */

• 1.0 -2 /* two pixels in from the right */

• 0.0 10 C /* indent 10 pixels in content area */

We were very happy with this syntax in 2d. It applies vertically as well 
as horizontally. (Vertical middle? 0.5. No display: table-cell 
needed.) The function that parses the specification is a typically 
unreadable regex mess, followed by the return of the results in an ex 
nihilo object that specifies ratio, offset and edge:
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/** Parse a position specification. */
jsw2.Pos_size.parse_ps = function (spec) {

    ... regex here
    return {
        ratio:  +RegExp.$1,
        offset: +RegExp.$5,
        edge: ( (RegExp.$7 === 'C') || 
                (RegExp.$7 === 'c') ? 'C' : 'B' )
    };

} // end: Pos_size.parse_ps()

Note that this is a class method (the Pos_size class), not an instance 
method. The instance method would have been:

jsw2.Pos_size.prototype.parse_ps = . . .

The full 3d version is:

jsw3.Pos_size.parse_ps = function (spec) {

    . . . regex here
    return {
        ratio:  +RegExp.$1,
        offset: +RegExp.$5,
        edge: ( (RegExp.$7 === 'C') || 
                (RegExp.$7 === 'c') ?  'C' : 'B' ),
        toString: ps2s
    };

    function ps2s() { /* position spec to string */
        var obj = this;

        return  "{ratio:"   + obj.ratio +
                ", offset:" + obj.offset +
                ", edge:"   + obj.edge +
        "}";

    } // end: ps2s()

} // end: Pos_size.parse_ps()





Notes

References, as in a bibliography, should be online. (At least until you
can place your mouse on a printed page and click, online will be 
preferred.) 

The gateway to the online portion of this book is 
http://www.martinrinehart.com/frontend-
engineering/knowits/op/knowits-op.html.

The gateway page provides links to references. 

Defined Terms
Often the most controversial portion of an analysis is the definitions. 
We have attempted to use terms that have (more or less) common 
definitions and avoid terms that are ambiguous (e.g., polymorphism).
Wikipedia is particularly valuable in having a community editing 
process that often achieves consensus on definitions. We also check 
other sources, however. Our defined terms and their references 
include:

Object-oriented programming Oop-W, Oop-1-5

Prototype-based programming Prtp-W, Prtp-1-5

Classes Clss-W, Clss-1-6

Instances (objects) Inst-W, Inst-1-4

Methods Mthd-W, Mthd-1-4

Inheritance Inhr-W, Inhr-1-6

Composition Cmp-W, Cmp-1-4

(A second dash, as in Oop-1-5, denotes the full range: Oop-1, Oop-
2, …, Oop-5.)
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Support for Selected Statements
“Today even 50-year old languages (Basic, Cobol, Fortran) have 
adopted objects.” Oop-3, Inhr-4, Clss-6, Mthd-4

“Other languages, such as Java (1995) adopted the C++ object 
model.” Clss-1-6, particularly Clss-2

“By contrast, the “prototypal” object paradigm does not use classes. 
The programmer creates a prototype object and other objects are then
copied from the prototype.” Prtp1-4

“An object is a collection of properties (often a set, but “set” has a 
mathematical meaning we do not want here). Properties are named 
values.” Inst-1-4

“Objects also are permitted direct access to a collection of functions 
(commonly called “instance methods”) that are part of the class (in 
class-based languages) or the prototype (in JavaScript).” Inst-3, 
Mthd-1-4, Prtp-1, Prtp-2, Prtp-4

“In OOP, a class is the software that creates and supports a set of 
objects, including the constructor and methods that instances of the
class can perform. A class may also have methods and data of its 
own (“class statics”, in Java).” Clss-1-6

'In class-based OOP, when Bo is empty we say that E “extends” B, or 
E “inherits from” B.' Inhr-2-6.

[In prototypal inheritance] “Objects inherit directly from each other. 
The base object is called the 'prototype' of the inheriting object.” 
Prtp-1-4

“If an object includes another type of object as a property, it is using 
composition.” Inhr-1-2, but see Inhr-3 and Inhr-4 for 
qualifiers.

“[JavaScript] also lets you create an object ex nihilo (from nothing).”
Prtp-2

“We are not endorsing inheritance-based architecture;” Inhr-1

'We extend interfaces to “capabilities” which borrow from and 
extend both Java's interfaces and JavaScript's “mixins.”' Trts-W,
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